Square/Rect Top Modular Conference Table (both 30"H and 42"H Standing Height tables)

WH/FL/ML4747
+ NTT8729-Silver Legs (30"H)
or
+NTT8740-Silver Legs (42"H)

Assembly Instructions

PARTS LIST

Machine Screw

x4, per leg

For 4' Square Tables:

You will have 4 post legs.

Attach 4 post legs in four corners of table using the machine screws provided (4 per leg)

For 8' Rectangular Tables:

You will have 6 post legs.

Four of the 6 legs will go on the outside corners of the rectangular table. The 2 remaining legs will act as the center supports and connecting brackets for the two piece table tops. Center the legs on the seam between the two table tops and connect with the machine screws.

For 12' Rectangular Tables:

You will have 8 post legs.

Four of the 8 legs will go on the outside corners of the rectangular table. The 4 remaining legs will act as the center supports and connecting brackets for the two piece table tops. Center the legs on the seam between the table tops and connect with the machine screws.

For 16' Rectangular Tables:

You will have 10 post legs. Follow the same steps as 12' table above.